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Using AI in the Classroom   

Stay current. Lesson plan, create grading rubrics, and teach prompt engineering.

 

Free, Online Resources: 30 Minute Webinars 

Pearson Webinars: Higher Education Events

*April 23- Strategies for Active Engagement with Diversity Concepts in an Online Environment

*May 16- AI-Powered Education: A look at how Pearson is innovating with AI-powered tools

 

Pearson's 30 minute, lunch & learn webinars have covered topics including: interactive & engaged learning, the

effects of drawing on comprehension, concept-based curriculum, the impact of AI on innovative education, and the

learner-centered classroom. Take advantage of these brief (free!) professional development opportunities— offered

via Zoom —and sign up today.

 

 

Camtasia Trainings

* On Demand

Camtasia editing software makes it easy to create and edit videos. This training series shows how to make impactful

and informative content. See our video, "How to use Camtasia" and visit Library Learning Commons Room 111 to

transform a flat PowerPoint presentation into an engaging video with audio.

 

 

Perusall Academy

*Perusall Academy on Demand

These trainings build upon one another. If attending a live session (versus pre-recorded sessions), there are

opportunities to ask specific questions to Perusall trainers. The next live training session begins July 2024.

 

The three tiers of training:

     *Kickstart-   teaches the basics of the product, how to build a course or assignment that students can access.

     *Next Level- covers in-depth features, such as discipline specific scoring, rubric options and configuring

                             assignments to match outcomes.

     *Mastery- includes integration into the LMS, troubleshooting, and techniques to try in your Canvas Sandbox.

 

From Dr. Eric Toshalis's Pearson Webinar

"Learning-Centered Classroom Management:

Evolving from Compliance and Control to Agency and Affirmation"

Want to learn more? Read Make Me! Understanding and Engaging Student Resistance in School

(Harvard Education Press)

Attendance- Tracking Student Participation

The Attendance feature within Canvas can be used for both online and

face-to-face courses. It is a great method to help instructors review

trends in attendance and student participation in the class. In monitoring

attendance and behaviors, this can help early detection of trends that

may need attention from the faculty member or even other teams on

campus. By learning this resource and using the features, faculty can help

improve student engagement and retention.

Read More

Try Perusall today!

Last month we featured Perusall— a social annotation tool that can be

integrates into Canvas. Faculty, have you tried it yet? If not, remember

you can test this application in your personal Canvas Sandbox.

Here's how:

1. Add Perusall to a Canvas Course (6:24 video)

2. Perusall- How do I manage my course content? (3 min.)

3. Perusall- How do I create, edit, or delete and assignment (4 min.)

4. Perusall- How do I read a "clean copy"? (1 min.)

5. Perusall- Setting Up Groups in Canvas (5 min.)

Professor invites author to Zoom into class

 

In early April, Dr. Matt Evertson invited TLPEC and author Beth Piatote to

class. Evertson's students read Piatote's book and submitted questions.

Piatote, a professor of Comparative Literature at UC Berkeley, wanted to

meet the readers, but timing wouldn't allow it. Instead, she agreed to be

recorded as she met Evertson to discuss her acclaimed mixed-genre short

story collection, The Beadworkers: Stories, which explores contemporary

Native American life.

In the 30-minute interview, arranged via email, Evertson listened as Piatote generously answered student

questions about what it was like to employ an experimental literary structure (the book was "rejected a lot"), and

how she decided to model the story after a long house feast (where seasonal food offerings "map" stories of the

people and the land; meals in a long house are presented seasonally, in the order animals and plants offer

themselves—salmon, elk, then roots and berries). She stated that the "organizing principle" of the book is the belief

in our relationship with the land, which allowed her to use diverse forms—the collection includes poetry, fiction,

and nonfiction—to share stories.

 

Each story has a connecting thread: beadwork. Featured in each section, beadwork includes items (a buckle, an

earring) that represent how "cultural workers are holding the whole thing together, just as people are holding

babies, feeding families," Piatote explained. As one of less than 100 remaining Nez Perce speakers, Piatote's book

includes vocabulary from her highly endangered language. She encouraged students to attempt to pronounce Nez

Perce words (one of the student questions), as long as they were "participating with an open heart."

 

After the interview, Evertson told TLPEC that he would encourage other professors to reach out to authors and

experts, explaining that inviting them into the classroom enriches student learning experiences.

Dr. Evertson asks Beth Piatote questions submitted by

students in his Spring Native American Literature course.

 BETH PIATOTE NEZ PERCE WRITER, SCHOLAR AND

LANGUAGE ACTIVIST

Library funds available for faculty resources until late May

Brenda Lanphear and Paula DeMars (Technical Services Librarian) attend monthly meetings for CSC's

Educational Technology Committee (ETC). Last month, Paula spoke to ETC committee members about the

ability for faculty to purchase books and electronic books resources using special, reserved, library funds. In

this follow-up, Paula explains the purchasing process.

Background & Process

What funds are available? 

Funds were set aside specifically for faculty purchases last Fall. There are no specific amounts allocated to

any specific program. However, there is a limit to the amount available. When that is near, we will be more

selective on what is purchased. As yet, we are not to that point. 

What is considered an electronic resource?  

In the current budget for faculty purchasing, electronic resources mean we are encouraging the purchase of

electronic books (eBooks), especially if a program has an element of blended or online student attendance...

Read More

What have instructors done to reduce stress at the
end of the semester?

Each month, the Teaching, Learning, and Professional Education Center asks the TLPEC Student

Curriculum Specialists a new question; this month we were curious about how educators are helping them

manage stress.  

Ronda Bokelman

Some teachers post "early bird"

reminders for important

upcoming assignments, which

is helpful, including: "Please

begin thinking about project

X." As students, we sometimes

don't look ahead, so these

announcements should be put

in strategic spots. 

I had one teacher share an

announcement to "Keep up

the good work!" Positive

feedback goes a long way, as

not everyone has support.

Something my boss does is she

gives us stats on how much

work we have accomplished!

Positive feedback is always

appreciated.  

 

Rachel Cannon
 

As a student juggling multiple

classes and responsibilities this

spring, I've really appreciated

the steps some of my

professors have taken to

reduce stress levels during

these final weeks. In several of

my courses, instructors

evaluated the remaining

assignments and requirements,

and made the decision to

remove or reduce lower

priority tasks. By dropping

lower priority tasks, they've

cleared more time for me to

focus on preparing for final

exams and wrapping up major

projects. It's been a huge relief

to have acknowledgment from

professors that we all have a

lot on our plates right now. 

 

 

Aubree Quast
 

One of my professors gave us an

assignment called an "Awe Walk."

It was a walk without any

distractions to help reconnect

with yourself. I feel like this

helped to put me in the right

headspace to work on my final

projects and prepare for

upcoming exams.

Some of my professors have given

us our final review packets for the

class early, so we were able to

work on them when we had time.

This helps me not get

overwhelmed with projects and

homework right before finals

because I can study in advance

for upcoming exams.  

Made with Copilot (AI) 

TLPEC Partners with the Office of Academic Success 

TLPEC team members have been working with members of the Office of Academic Success to create a Virtual

Student Success Workshop Series. Topics include: time management, avoiding plagiarism, and more. View

the videos and plan to share TLPEC's Student Resources in future Canvas classes. 

 

Subscribe to our channel, request content

Want to be the first to see what new content TLPEC releases? Subscribe to the Chadron State College TLPEC

YouTube channel. Want to create original content? CSC faculty and staff members interested in creating

videos for courses or departments can contact us! Email tlpec@csc.edu to get started.

SOCIAL MEDIA & EVENTS
 

 

Take Steps to Reduce Student Stress
 

April is Stress Awareness Month. With most of the semester behind us

and finals coming quickly, there are undoubtedly stressors students are

facing. This article focuses on ways faculty can help support students

through implementing stress reducing tactics in class.

Dr. Brittany Helmbrecht, CSC Campus Wellness Officer and Associate

Professor, indicated that a key stressor for most students is

procrastination; indicating many stay up late to complete tasks that are

due by a 11:59 p.m. deadline, Helmbrecht suggests...

Read More
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